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VICTORY
LED ACCENT TABLE

SM751000PC | SM751001PC | SM751003PC 

Stainless steel V shaped sections are meticulously welded 

together to form this beautiful lighting sculpture.  Finished 

in a mirror-like Polished Chrome, this fixture is the epitome 

of quality and contemporary design. Pair with coordinating 

accent tables to complete your decor.



SM751019PC



SM751010PC | SM751011PC | SM751012PC  

SM751020PC



ARC
LED TABLE LAMP

A very unique portable lamp design featuring a beautiful 

Brushed Black finish. Larger scale pieces will be at home as a 

desk lamp or console table accent.

SM240242BBK |SM250244BBK |  SM250246BBK



HOPE
LED TABLE LAMP

Gracefully sweeping arms are finished in a textured Black with 

a Metallic Gold cups that suspends a faceted Clear acrylic 

diamond. Adding interest to the fixture, intersecting arms create 

an art form sure to attract attention. A pin up wall sconce with an 

arm that pivots is perfectly suited for bedside lighting.

SM254808BKMG



SM253298BK SM253299BK



CAGE
TABLE LAMP

Heavy cage White metal wire glows from the inside when 

illuminated by the high power LED module concealed in the 

top. The matching table stool has a wood top and is damp 

located which makes it perfect for outdoor living spaces.

SM250576WTNW

SM250576WTNW | SM250577WTNW

SM250579WTNW



RINKLE LED
FLOOR LAMP

Sheets of clear Pattern Acrylic are formed by hand to create 

this unique lighting sculpture. Each fixture is made by hand so 

that each one is indeed unique, and the finished product will 

vary. Each sheet is illuminated by an LED strip on top and the 

pattern in the acrylic picks up the light for visibility.

SM254879CLPC



PIROUETTE
FLOOR LAMP

Twisted Black pendants are illuminated on the edge to 

create a spiral effect. Adjustable heights make it possible to 

create your own unique design.

SM254159BK



LOOP 
FLOOR LAMP

Intersecting band create interesting and unique forms 

finished in Matte White. High power LED makes these designs 

as functional as they are decorative.

SM251428MW



CYCLONE LED
FLOOR LAMP

Twisted aluminum channels of Matte White terminate into 

solid castings to form unique and functional lighting designs. 

Large scale pieces can be used in conference rooms and 

tall entries with the comfort of long life LED on board.

SM451398MW



GLIDER
FLOOR LAMP

Wings of extruded aluminum encase dual edge-lit LED panels 

which evenly distribute light to the surface below. The Black 

metal frame is accented with Polished Chrome end caps for 

striking contrast. The pendant and plug in lamps pivot in the 

center to allow you to direct the light.

SM254339BKPC



ROVER LED
FLOOR LAMP

A gently curved, tapered rod finished in Metallic Gold is 

adorned with several Satin White glass balls and illuminated 

by integrated LED. The Rover collection is the interpretation 

of an organically formed brach with buds of white glass that 

is sure to add elegance to any room.

SM254769MG
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